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RUSSIA OUT OF UKRAINE, THE U.S. OUT OF EUROPE. 

It was always felt that the political calibre of Putin was one notch higher than the dross that get 

elected to western parliaments and congresses. But by proposing a full-scale invasion of Ukraine 

and seeking regime change he lost the initiative to the west and united Europe against Russia. 

There is no room for emotion in political calculations.  

Take a look at what happened on Wall Street Thursday & Friday last week after it was announced that 

Russia had invaded. The largest European war since the Second World War breaks out, and what does 

Wall Street do, it soars. Of course there were lots of opinions as to why this happened, including it was 

the result of “sell on the rumour buy on the fact”. Such a homily. But what was left unsaid is that war in 

Europe is good for business in North America. Who says imperialism does not profit from war? 

Graph 1. 
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Contrast this to the Stoxx 600, Europe’s largest corporations. Their shares were down for the whole of 

Thursday, and it was not until Friday that there was a recovery as the Stoxx slipstreamed Wall Street, but 

not sufficient to recover its losses unlike Wall Street.  

Graph 2. 

 

 

I have always argued that US strategy is based on corralling the EU while encircling China. US imperialism 

has pulled out its playbook from previous world wars and applied it to today, virtually unedited. Page 1, 

ally with, but do so in manner which incapacitates your less important competitor - the EU - so they cannot 

take advantage of you while you target your primary competitor– China.  

The impact on energy sums it up. Before the pandemic the gap between US and EU natural gas prices was 

between 60% and 80% advantaging the US. Following the events in the Ukraine that gap has grown to an 

intolerable 240%, a gap last seen ten years ago. It puts the EU at an inescapable cost disadvantage to the 
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USA. And yet if the EU had elbowed the US out of the way, and signed a European security accord with 

Russia based on mutual security equivalence, this gap would not exist. 

Graph 3. 

 

Occupation and regime change is foolish politics. 

Let us be clear, Zelensky may pose as a national hero, but he is a congenital liar. Anyone on the leash of 

oligarchs has perfected the art of lying long since. He knows full well what has been happening in the East 

in the break away regions. He has never criticised, let alone taken steps, to stop the rain of shells creating 

a reign of terror on local populations whose only crime is to consider themselves Russian, and who are 

justifiably terrified of the fascists and ultra-nationalists mobilized by and financed by the CIA. Further, he 

knows full well that by welcoming NATO in its formal or surrogate form into the Ukraine, he has provided 

a forward base for the US which has been correctly identified by Russia as a threat to its territory. Seems 

he can stand up to the Russians and their missiles, but not the ultra-nationalists in his own country. He is 

no hero but a fraud more beholden to the US oligarchs than to his own oligarchs.  

This does not make Putin the good guy. Emotion in politics always results in lessons from the past being 

ignored. Did Putin forget how the CIA’s arming of the mujahadeen in Afghanistan bled the Soviet Union? 

Since 2015, the USA together with Britain and parts of Europe, have been training and arming Ukrainian 

troops and special forces while supplying weaponry far superior and effective to the ones supplied to the 

mujahadeen. NATO has been preparing for this event for 8 years knowing that if they forced Russia to 

invade Ukraine, Russian forces would be met by highly motivated, well-trained troops equipped for close 

quarter warfare. This was their twin track strategy and Putin fell for it. 

Armies are no longer organised for occupations. To occupy the Ukraine would need a million Russian 

troops which they do not have. Sure Russia has the firepower to bludgeon its way into Kyiv or Kiev, 

levelling parts of the city in the process. But contrary to the nonsense broadcast from the west, Russia has 
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been restrained so far. There is sufficient coverage on social media showing Russian tanks avoiding 

injuring Ukrainian civilians, unlike Iraq where a US tank would have accelerated rather than braked had a 

civilian stepped in front of it.  Even the missile which hit an apartment block, repeated ad nauseum in the 

absence of similar footage, appeared to be a spent surface to air missile or air to air missile given the 

amount of exhaust smoke it was emitting. Clearly the Russian army has been told beforehand to fraternise 

with rather than antagonise their civilian “Ukrainian brothers and sisters” (the latter not allowed to make 

Molotov cocktails which is obviously boys’ work), something which the defenders have taken advantage 

of. 

But such fraternal tactics can quickly turn ugly especially when they have been rebuffed. Good intentions, 

unless you are a self-sacrificing communist, do not endure in the midst of a difficult war. The Russian 

invasion has provoked mass opposition and an outpouring of nationalism despite this country being made 

poor by the IMF and the Oligarchs. (Nationalism never costs the rich a penny) This is the stuff of mass 

resistance that saps the morale of invading armies, and which lays the basis for a future insurgency, and 

which in its turn, elicits much crueller tactics from the invading side. 

Now I say this carefully. Russia was entitled to destroy the Ukrainian military and its infrastructure. Russia 

was entitled to consolidate Eastern Ukraine with its majority Russian population and create a buffer to 

prevent attacks on them. It was entitled to do all of this because the Ukrainians had refused to take 

Russian security considerations into account by negotiating a treaty based on mutual protection. Under 

the right to self-protection, Russia was entitled to do this because the Ukraine continued to do the bidding 

of the USA including the assembling of offensive weapons on its territories. And Russia was entitled to act 

in the East because Kyiv or Kiev refused to grant autonomy and protection to Eastern Ukraine.  

But what Russia was not allowed to do was seek to overthrow the existing government. (It is not obligatory 

to ape the West which has a bad habit of doing just that.) They were not allowed to threaten major cities 

sparking mass terror thereby creating a massive tide of refugees. They were not allowed to deliberately 

break the economy of the Ukraine which is in a parlous state in any case. 

By doing all of this, they provided the West with a propaganda coup. It enabled the West to bury their 

complicity and cast Putin as the sole and unhinged villain. Had Putin been clinical with his strikes, he could 

have turned the tables, showing quite clearly that Russia was simply securing its borders from a country 

that had torn up treaties and refused to negotiate over security in good faith.  

The protests. 

Stop the War has been outflanked. The initiative has gone to those who uphold peace but only if it serves 

their purposes. The protests in the west have been highly chauvinistic. The majority of those on the 

protests who jeer Putin would cheer NATO if it invaded Russia. They see Putin as the enemy, as the villain 

of the peace. The legacy of the Soviet Union still hangs heavily in the air. 

These protesters do not see the US as the biggest threat to us all. They refuse to acknowledge that the US 

has been encircling both Russia and China, that the Ukrainian war is a result of Russian having to react to 

events in Ukraine. That if a world war breaks out it will not be the fault of Russia or China, but of the USA.  

That smart political speaker whose algorithm has been written for him by the establishment, I mean 

Starmer of course, threatens anyone who does not toe the NATO line in the Labour Party, with expulsion. 

You just have to ask this speaker, “Hey Starmer is NATO a force for peace”, and it will answer “of course”, 
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“Hey Starmer is anyone who opposes NATO a stooge of Putin”, and it will answer “of course”, and finally, 

“Hey Starmer what does mutual security mean”, and it will answer “question not understood please 

rephrase”. Starmer the Sinister has once again reaffirmed what the LL means in British BuLLdog, it is 

Labour Leaders.  

Conclusion. 

The fact that Russia has now agreed to unconditional talks in a more mutually agreed setting, shows they 

have underestimated the resolve of the Ukrainian people. Sanctions on its own will not break the Russian 

economy because the Russian government has prepared robustly for this eventuality, or it would take 

many years to do so, years the US does not have on its side. But economic sanctions combined with a 

costly war can break Russia, or at the very least, destabilise its government. That is the spectre facing 

Putin and by association China. 

In the meantime we need to build a non-chauvinistic peace movement. One which educates and 

apportions blame accurately. One which challenges imperialist hypocrisy and double standards. One 

which is not based on the slogan that the enemy is always on the other side. 

We live in incredibly dangerous times. Russia has been weakened by the manner of its unsupportable 

assault on the Ukraine. This has fed the West’s dazzling propaganda machine. The machinations of the 

USA have borne fruit. This will undoubtedly embolden it as it tightens its grip on Beijing. The mass anti-

war demonstrations around the world on the other hand, shows there is an appetite for opposing the 

war-mongers. However, this movement needs to be armed with the right politics, and that begins with 

recognising the main enemy is always at home.  

 

Brian Green, 28th February 2022. 

 

 

 

 


